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Stimulus variation and dimensional contrast

JOHN M. HINSON and JENNIFER J. HIGA
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington

In two experiments, a maintained generalization procedure was employed to examine stimu
lus control of pigeons' responses to a visual wavelength continuum. For both experiments, pigeons'
responses were periodically reinforced during wavelength values from one end of a continuum,
while responses during other stimulus values were extinguished. In Experiment 1, the set of'posi
tive stimulus values remained constant, while the spacing of the set of negative stimuli varied.
In Experiment 2, the set of negative stimulus values remained constant, while the spacing of
positive stimuli varied. Positive dimensional contrast effects were obtained in both experiments.
In general, the results indicated that variation in the spacing of negative stimuli had little effect
on positive dimensional contrast. However, variation in the spacing of positive stimuli produced
changes in the peak of the dimensional contrast gradient, without apparent change in the mag
nitude of the effect.

One of the more prominent results from maintained
generalization studies of dimensional stimulus control is
dimensional contrast (see D. S. Blough, 1975; Catania
& Gill, 1964; Malone & Staddon, 1973; Reynolds, 1961).
Dimensional contrast refers to the relative enhancement
of response differences in border regions of empirical
stimulus control gradients. More specifically, positive
dimensional contrast refers to increased responding dur
ing positive (S+) stimuli near the border with negative
(S-) stimuli, relative to S+ stimuli farther removed from
S-. Negative dimensional contrast refers to decreased
responding during S- stimuli near the border with S+,
relative to S- stimuli farther removed from S+.

Dimensional contrast effects have been observed in a
variety of discrimination tasks, including ones involving
spatial orientation stimuli (e.g., Catania & Gill, 1964;
Malone, 1975; Reynolds, 1961), visual wavelength stimuli
(D. S. Blough, 1975), auditory amplitudes (P. M. Blough,
1980), and visual flicker rates (Hinson, 1988). Further
more, the effects are dependent on relative rates of
reinforcement during S+ and S-, rather than on the
presence or absence of reinforcement (D. S. Blough,
1975). The similarity of dimensional contrast effects to
peak shift effects has been noted by several authors (e.g.,
D. S. Blough, 1975; Honig & Urcuioli, 1981). However,
it never has been clearly demonstrated that these effects
are produced by the same variables.

It is difficult to reconcile dimensional contrast effects
with widely accepted assumptions concerning stimulus
generalization and discrimination (see D. S. Blough,
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1983). In particular, dimensional contrast indicates a cer
tain inconsistency in the relationship between stimulus
similarity and stimulus discrimination performance; that
is, S- and S+ values that are more similar to one another
appear to be discriminated better than less similar values.
The absence of monotonicity between stimulus similar
ity and discrimination performance measures is contrary
to the predictions of most popular theories of discrimina
tion learning (D. S. Blough, 1983; Hinson, 1988).

Based on the studies available, the level of discrimina
tion between S+ and S- appears to be a crucial factor
in producing dimensional contrast. The importance of this
factor has been illustrated indirectly in several reports.
For example, some studies have shown that dimensional
contrast appears at an early stage of training and dimin
ishes over time (e.g., P. M. Blough & D. S. Blough,
1985; Farthing, 1974; Hinson & Malone, 1980; Malone,
1975). The apparent absence of dimensional contrast af
ter extended training could be due to a floor or ceiling
effect in dependent measures when discrimination is com
plete (Hinson & Malone, 1980). Moreover, dimensional
contrast appears and disappears more rapidly with easier
discriminations (Malone, 1975; Malone & Rowe, 1981;
Rowe & Malone, 1981). Finally, the effect can be rein
stated, or its magnitude increased, by altering stimulus
values to make them less discriminable (e.g., Catania &
Gill, 1964; Malone, 1975).

Results of more direct studies indicate that changes in
the spacing between positive and negative stimuli, which
should increase discriminability, can have a marked ef
fect on dimensional contrast. For example, elimination
of a sufficient number of positive and negative stimuli
along the border of a stimulus continuum can diminish
dimensional contrast (P. M. Blough, 1980). However,
elimination of border stimuli in a difficult discrimination
task can enhance dimensional contrast (Hinson, 1988).
Thus, increased discrimination between S+ and S- may
either increase or decrease dimensional contrast, depend-
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Bird Condition (Sessions)

Table 2
Order of Conditions and Number of Sessions for

Each Condition of Experiment 1

Table 1
Wavelength Values (in om) for S+ and S-,

in Each Condition of Experiment 1

I Baseline (1-18), C2 (19-46), CI (47-74), C3 (75-103)
2 Baseline (1-18), C2 (19-46), CI (47-74), C3 (75-103)
3 Baseline (1-18), CI (19-46), C2 (47-74), C3 (75-103)
4 Baseline (1-18), CI (19-46), C2 (47-74), C3 (75-103)

3

572
574
576
578

2

572
574
592
594

s- Condition

588
590
592
594

612
614
616
618

s+
604
606
608
610

596
598
600
602

sequence of stimuli was determined by a pseudorandom process
and changed daily.

For baseline, only S+ values appeared throughout the session,
whereas for threediscrimination conditions, both S+ and S- values
were presented. The stimulus values, in nanometers, for baseline
and discrimination conditions appear in Table 1. During discrimi
nation conditions, the probability of presentation of S+ and S- was
the same, and the total number ofdistinct stimulus values was con
stant at 12 for S+ and 4 for S-. However, although the spacing
of S+ values remained the same in all conditions, the spacing of
S- varied. In Condition 1, all S- values were spaced closely along
the continuum with S+, whereas in Condition 3, all S- values were
spaced away from S+. Condition 2 included S- stimuli that were
both close to and far from S+. The order of conditions and the
number of daily sessions of training for each subject appear in
Table 2.

Results
Figure 1 provides maintained generalization gradients

for individual subjects in each discrimination condition.
Each discrimination condition is represented by a func
tion with a unique symbol: an upright cross for Condi
tion 1, a circle for Condition 2, and an asterisk for Con
dition 3. To minimize the influence of differences in
absolute response rate, the gradients are scaled in terms
of the maximum response rate occurring in each condi
tion. The horizontal axis of the graphs is scaled in 2-om
spacings. Because the rate of discrimination learning
differed among individuals, the gradients represent the
first seven consecutive sessions of stable performance dur
ing each condition. Stability was defined in terms of two
sets of criteria. First, changes in daily absolute response
rate had to be less than 10%, and there could be no obvi
ous trend of increase or decrease. Second, the daily peak
of the gradient could vary by no more than ±1 stimulus
position (i.e., 2 om) from the peak of the mean gradient.

The individual maintained gradients in Figure 1 show
positive dimensional contrast for every case, except Con
dition 1 for Bird 4. Peaks in the gradients are at inter
mediate values of S+, usually between 606 and 610 om.
The magnitude of positive dimensional contrast is indi-

EXPERIMENT 1

ing on the previous level of discrimination. If the level
of discrimination between S- and S+ is either too low
or too high, dimensional contrast will not be observed.

Concern with variables governing discrimination be
tween S+ and S- is consistent with the theoretical em
phasis given these variables. Such prominent theories of
discrimination as the interacting gradient model (e.g. ,
Spence, 1937), the signal detection model (e.g., Boneau
& Cole, 1967; Heinemann & Chase, 1975), and the in
cremental model (e.g., D. S. Blough, 1975) all base
predictions largely on the degree of separation between
S+ and S- along the stimulus continuum. Less attention
has been paid to other factors, such as those affecting dis
crimination within each set of S- and S+ stimulusvalues.

The present experiments were designed to assess the
effects of variation within either S- or S+ stimulus sets
on positive dimensional contrast. All studies involveddis
crimination by pigeons of visual wavelength values
presented during a maintained generalization procedure.
In the first experiment, S+ stimulus values were held con
stant while S- stimuli varied during different conditions.
A second experiment held S- stimuli constant while S+
values varied across conditions.

Method
Subjects. Four male homing pigeons served as subjects. One of

the subjects, Bird 3, was experimentally naive, whereas the others
had varied histories that did not include wavelength discrimination
training. The subjects were maintained at 80 % of their laboratory,
free-feeding weights.

Apparatus. Experiments were carried out in a standard Plexi
glas and aluminum operant conditioning chamber. The internal
dimensions of the chamber were 36 x 37 x 35 cm. A Campden
Instruments translucent pecking key, 2.5 em in diameter, was af
fixed to the center of the front wall about 21.5 cm above the floor.
A 6-W houselight located in the upper left corner of the front panel
provided diffuse illumination throughout the chamber. A 6 x 7 em
aperture, 12 cm below the key, provided access to a food maga
zine. Access to mixed grain for 3 sec was used as a reinforcer. The
experimental chamber was housed in a larger soundproofing box
that contained a fan for ventilation and masking of extraneous noise.
Experimental events and data collection were controlled by a micro
computer in the same room.

Wavelength stimuli were produced by a Photon Technology,
.25-m diffraction-grating monochromator. Wavelength selection was
by means of a computer-controlled, precision stepper motor. An
Oriell00-W quartz halogen source, operated at 12 A, passed light
through the monochromator entrance and exit slits, which were set
to provide a haIf bandwidth of 5 om. The output image was fo
cused by means of a lens onto the back of the response key, and
appeared as a 3 x 2.5 em rectangle. The luminance of all stimuli
was approximately 32 cd/m-.

Procedure. After preliminary autoshaping in the chamber for both
naive and experienced birds, the subjects were exposed to a main
tained generalization procedure. The stimuli ranged from 572 to
618 om. Wavelengths lower than 596 om were designated s- ,and
responses during these were never reinforced. Stimuli higher than
or equalto 596 om were designated S+, and responses during these
were reinforced according to a variable-interval 6O-sec schedule.
A single session comprised 120 30-sec stimulus presentations. The
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Figure 1. Maintained generalization gradients for the 4 birds in Experiment 1. The

vertical axis of the gradients represents the mean relative response rate for tbe first seven
consecutive sessions of stable performance during each discrimination condition. Sym
bols for each condition are an upright cross for Condition 1, an open circle for Condi
tion 2, and an asterisk for Condition 3. The horizontal axis is scaled in 2-om divisions.
The perpendicular fine between values S94 and S96 om shows the division between S
and S+.

cated by the difference in response rate between the S+
value that produces peak responding (approximately
608 run) and the most extreme value of S+ (618 om). The
range of differences among subjects is from about 10%
to 25% of the maximum response rate.

Figure 2 provides a set of mean maintained gradients
for the group of subjects in Experiment 1. This figure
clearly shows that there is no obvious effect of the dis
crimination condition on the form or magnitude of posi
tive dimensional contrast. Despite changes in the spac
ing of the set of S- stimuli, peak responding in S+ occurs
at about the same stimulus value. Moreover, the differ-

ence in response rate between peakand extreme S+ stimu
lus values is roughly equal across conditions.

However, this does not mean that changing the spac
ing of the S- stimulus set had no effect on discrimina
tion. In fact, there is a consistent effect of moving S
stimuli away from the border with S+. In all cases, rela
tive response rate is higher during border S+ stimuli (i.e.,
596-600 om) in Condition 3 than in Condition I, with
Condition 2 response rates falling somewhere in between.
This ordinal relation also appears in the individual gra
dients of Figure 1, with theexception of Bird I, for whom
Conditions 2 and 3 had roughly the same effect. Thus,
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without having a noticeable impact on the peak of S+
responding or on the magnitude of dimensional contrast.

Aspects of the results from Experiment 1 are congruent
with current theories of dimensional stimulus control. For
example, the decrease in responding to border S+ stimuli
when the S- set was closely spaced is predicted by the
interacting gradient and signal detection models, as well
as by D. S. Blough's incremental model. However, the
general result of positive dimensional contrast is expected
only in the incremental model (see D. S. Blough, 1983).

Other results from Experiment 1 suggest limitations of
the incremental model. For instance, the model implies
a direct relation between measures of S-IS+ discrimi
nation and the occurrence of dimensional contrast. This
prediction derives from the assumption that shared ele
ments between S- and S+ are responsiblefor dimensional
contrast. It is undoubtedly true that some level of discrimi
nation difficulty between S- and S+ is necessary for the
production of dimensional contrast (e.g., P. M. Blough,
1980; Hinson, 1988), or at least its measurement. How
ever, the present results indicate that large changes in dis
crimination difficulty between S+ and S- do not neces
sarily affect dimensional contrast as the incremental model
seems to suggest.

removing S- stimuli that were on the border with s+
led to increases in S+ response rate of as much as 50%
on average, while leaving other aspects of gradient form
unaltered.

FJgUre 2. Mean maintained generalization gradients for the 4 birds
in Experiment 1. The vertical axis of the gradients represents the
mean relative response rate for the first seven consecutive sessions
of stable performance during each discrimination condition. Sym
bols for each condition are an upright cross for Condition 1, an open
circle for Condition 2, and an asterisk for Condition 3. 1be horizon
tal axis is scaled in 2-om divisions. The perpendicular line between
values 594 and 596 om shows the division between S- and S+.

Discussion
With only minor exceptions, the results from Experi

ment 1 are uniform for all subjects. Discrimination train
ing produced positive dimensional contrast, except in one
condition for 1 subject. Although varying somewhat in
magnitude for different subjects, the general form of the
effects was similar for all birds.

Variation in the spacing of a constant number of S
stimuli did not have a noticeable effect on the form or
magnitude of dimensional contrast. The spacing of S
values, however, did have an effect on responding to some
S+ stimuli. Relative response rates increased during S+
stimuli on the border with S- values, as other S- stimuli
were moved farther away on the continuum. Thus,
changes in the spacing of S- stimuli in Experiment 1 af
fected discrimination between similar S- and S+ stimuli,

572
WAVELENGTH CNM)

618 EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 showed little change in the form and mag
nitude of dimensional contrast with variation in the S
stimulus set. Experiment 2 examined changes in discrimi
nation performance with variation in the set ofS+ stimuli.
In all discrimination conditions, the number and spacing
of S- stimuli were held constant, while the number and
spacing of S+ stimuli varied across conditions. Experi
ment 2 should indicate whether positive dimensional con
trast is as insensitive to changes in the S+ stimulus set
as it was to changes in the S- set.

Method
Subjects. Three male homing pigeons served as subjects. All 3

had varied training histories that did not include wavelength dis
crimination training. The subjects were maintained at 80% of their
laboratory, free-feeding weights.

Apparatus. Experiments were carried out in the apparatus used
in Experiment 1.

Procedure. The subjects were exposed to a maintained gener
alization procedure similar to that described in Experiment I. Stimuli
ranged from 572 to 616 om. Stimuli lower than596 om were desig
nated S-, and responses during these stimuli were extinguished.
Stimuli higher than or equal to 596 run were designated S+, and
responses during these values were reinforced according to a
variable-interval60-sec schedule. For baseline, only S+ values ap
peared throughout the session, whereas for the discrimination con
ditions, both S+ and S- values appeared. A single session com
prised 120 30-sec stimulus presentations. The sequence of stimuli
was determined by a pseudorandom process and changed daily.

Probability of presentation of S+ and S- was the same in the
discrimination conditions. The number and spacing of S- values
were constant across discrimination conditions, whereas the num
ber and spacing of S+ values varied across conditions. Discrimi
nation conditions always included the three S+ values adjacent to
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Table 3
Wavelength Values (in om) for S+ and S-,

in Each Condition of Experiment 2

S+ Condition

S- I 2 3 4

594 596 596 596 596
586 598 598 598 598
580 600 600 600 600
572 604 604 612

606 606 614
608 608 616
612
614
616

the border with S- (i.e., 596, 598, and 600 nm). In different con
ditions, additional S+ stimuli, varying in proximity along the con
tinuum from S-, were added to the discrimination set. The stimu
lus values, in nanometers, for S+ and S- during the conditions
of Experiment 2 are presented in Table 3.

Each subject was first exposed to thebaseline condition. Following
this, the subjects received training on the four discrimination con
ditions. The sequence of conditions for each subject was chosen
randomly, without replacement, from a set of predetermined orders.
The order of conditions and number of daily sessions in each con
dition appear in Table 4.

Results
Figure 3 provides maintained generalization gradients

for individual subjects in each discrimination condition
of Experiment 2. Each discrimination condition is rep
resented by a function with a unique symbol: an asterisk
for Condition 1, a rotated cross for Condition 2, a circle
for Condition 3, and an upright cross for Condition 4. Be
cause there were no obvious differences among subjects
in the rate of discrimination learning, all gradients in
Figure 3 are taken from the last seven sessions of each
discrimination condition. These sessions met the same sta
bility criteria applied in Experiment 1. As in Figures 1
and 2, the gradients in Figure 3 are plotted in relative
response rate to minimize the influence of fluctuation in
absolute rate. The horizontal axis of each graph is scaled
in 2-nm spacings to facilitate comparison with the earlier
figures.

The plots for Condition 1 in Figure 3 show that posi
tive dimensional contrast appeared for all subjects. These
gradients are characterized by peaks in responding dur
ing S+ at 608 om. Moreover, the difference in response
rate between peak and extreme values of S+ varies from
10% and 18%of maximum responding. This result is very
similar to the outcome of Experiment 1.

Figure 3 shows significant changes in the form of the
discrimination gradient as a function of discrimination

condition. Comparisons can be made for the relative po
sition of border, extreme, and peak values of S+.
Responding during the three border stimuli is very simi
lar in Conditions 2, 3, and 4, with the exception of Con
dition 4 for Bird 5. In Condition 4, responding during ex
treme S+ stimuli is about the same as responding during
the nearest S+ border stimulus for Birds 5 and 7, whereas
responding is much lower during extreme values for
Bird 6. The noomonotonic gradient form characteristic
of positive dimensional contrast appears in both Condi
tions 1 and 3 for all subjects. Furthermore, for all sub
jects the peaks of the functions for Conditions 1 and 3
are in different, but consistent, locations along the con
tinuum (viz. 600 om for Condition 3 and 608 om for Con
dition 1).

Figure 4 provides a set of mean maintained gradients
for the group of subjects in all discrimination conditions
of Experiment 2. This figure shows only modest changes
in the rate of responding to S- stimuli across conditions,
although response rate is lowest in Condition 1. Of more
interest is a comparison of relative response rates during
S+ stimuli with different spacings. The magnitude of posi
tive dimensional contrast, indicated by the difference in
response rate between peak and extreme S+ values, is
approximately equal in Conditions 1 and 3. However, the
relative difference in response rate during the peak and
border values of S+ is much greater in Condition 1 than
in Condition 3. Comparison ofthe sets of border and ex
treme S+ stimuli also indicates that response rates dur
ing extreme values of S+ are relatively higher than
response rates during border values of S+ in Condition 1.
Finally, the degree of discrimination among the border
S+ values differs across conditions. In Condition I, with
S+ stimuli spread across the entire range, the separation
between adjacent values of S- and S+ is smaller.

Discussion
Experiment 2 shows that dimensional stimulus control

gradients change markedly with variations in the spacing
of the S+ stimulus set. This result contrasts with the rela
tive insensitivity of gradient form to variations in the S
stimulus set as shown in Experiment I. In Experiment 2,
the discrimination profile changed as the range of S+
stimuli increased. For example, peak responding within
the S+ set moved away from the S- border as the range
was extended from Condition 3 to Condition I. But the
spacing of S+ values within a given range also made a
difference. For instance, consider the three S+ stimuli
that were presented near the S- border in each condi
tion. Discrimination of these from S- was relatively lower
in Condition 1 than in Condition 4, even though the range

Table 4
Order of Conditions and Number of Sessions for Each Condition of Experiment 2

Bird Condition (Sessions)

5 Baseline (1-21), C3 (22-49), CI (50-77), C2 (78-105), C4 (106-133)
6 Baseline (1-21), C4 (22-49), C3 (50-77), C2 (78-105), CI (106-133)
7 Baseline (1-21), C2 (22-49), C4 (50-77), CI (78-105), C3 (106-133)
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Figure 3. Maintained generalization gradients for the 3 birds in
Experiment 2. 1be vertical axis of the gradients represents the mean
relative response rate for the last seven sessions ofeach discrimina
tion condition. Symbols for each condition are an asterisk for Con
dition 1, a rotated cross for Condition 2, an open circle for Condi
tion 3, and an upright cross for Condition 4. The horizontal axis
is scaled in 2-om divisions. The perpendicular line between values
594 and 596 om shows the division between S- and S+.

of S+ stimuli in the two conditions was identical. Thus
the intermediate S+ values in Condition 1 had an in
fluence apart from variations in range.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

D. S. Blough (1983) described various accounts of
dimensional stimulus control and their applicability to
dimensional contrast effects. The interacting gradient
model originally proposed by Spence (1937) has difficulty
explaining dimensional contrast. Similarly, in its present
form, the signal detection model (e.g., Boneau & Cole,
1967) does not predict dimensional contrast effects.
Perhaps future modifications of these models will be more
satisfactory, but this remains speculative.

Two more acceptable candidate models are also
described by D. S. Blough (1983). One is the incremen
tal model proposed by D. S. Blough (1975). The in
cremental model successfully accounts for a wide range
of reported data (e.g., D. S. Blough, 1975; P. M. Blough,
1980; Essock & D. S. Blough, 1977). Moreover, simu
lation studies indicate that the modelworks admirably well
(e.g., D. S. Blough, 1975; Rowe, 1981). A second can
didate is an opponent process model, which is fundamen
tally equivalent to the neural unit approach suggested by
several authors (e.g., Catania & Gill, 1964; Hinson &
Malone, 1980; Malone & Staddon, 1973; Rowe, 1981).
The opponent process model has not been formally de
veloped, but is based on reciprocal excitatory/inhibitory
interactions, such as those occurring in the receptive fields
of sensory systems (e.g., Ratliff, 1965).

Although not designed as a test of any specific theory,
the current studies do address some general predictions
of the incremental model. For instance, the model predicts
direct variation between dimensionalcontrast and similar
ity of S- and S+ (D. S. Blough, 1975; P. M. Blough,
1980). However, Experiment 1 showed that the form and
magnitude of dimensional contrast remained constant
despite large changes in similarity of S- and S+. In ad
dition, the incremental model predicts that dimensional
contrast should be largely independent of the number and
spacing of stimuli (Essock & D. S. Blough, 1977).
Nonetheless, Experiment 2 showed that dimensional con
trast was dependent on both these variables.

Taken together, the implication of these experiments
is that range and spacing of values within the S+ stimu
lus set may be as important as similarity between S- and
S+ in determining dimensional contrast. Although dimen
sional contrast depends on the distance between S- and
S+ , absolute distance along the physical continuum is not
the critical variable. Rather, relative distance, as defined
by the range and spacing of stimuli, appears more im
portant (see also Hinson & Lockhead, 1986). Therefore,
models of dimensional contrast should probably be based
on relative, rather than absolute, measures of similarity.
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Figure 4. Mean maintained generalization gradients for the group
of 3 birds in Experiment 2. The vertical axis of the gradients
represents the mean relative response rate for the last seven sessions
of each discrimination condition. Symbols for each condition are
an asterisk for Condition 1, a rotated cross for Condition 2, an open
circle for Condition 3, and an upright cross for Condition 4. The
borizontal axis is scaled in 2-nm divisions. The perpendicular line
between values 594 and 596 nm shows the division between S- and
S+.

The outcomes of the present experiments can be com
pared with similar effects that appear to reflect relative,
rather than absolute, stimulus ordering. One example is
the central tendency effect reported in human stimulus
generalization (e.g., Thomas & Jones, 1962; Thomas,
Strub, & Dickson, 1974). In these studies, the peak of
generalization gradients obtained during extinction tests
depends on the distribution of test stimuli, rather than the
difference between training and test stimuli along thephys
ical dimension. Stimuli appear to be judged according to
a relational category organization consistent with adap
tation level theory (see also Thomas, Windell, Williams,
& White, 1985).

It is tempting to entertain the notion that dimensional
contrast effects reflect some sort of relational categori
zation of stimuli within the range of values presented. Ac
cordingly, peak response rates might occur during the
most typical or average S+ value, perhaps determined
by both the range and frequency of presentation of all S+
values. It follows that the peak stimulus value would not
be the most distinct or discriminable from S-, but one

that is intermediate within the range of variation of the
S+ set.

Despite its appeal, one should be wary before extend
ing the central tendency interpretation to the present
results. Beyond differences in subjects and procedures,
several aspects of studies confined to the transient gener
alization testing technique suggest caution. First, the adap
tation level account used to explain the central tendency
effect does not appear to be a general explanation of dis
crimination training effects, even in the human paradigm
(e.g., Newlin, Rodgers, & Thomas, 1979). Second, such
an account does not readily explain bimodal postdiscrimi
nation gradients obtained with multiple stimulus training
in either human studies (e.g., White & Thomas, 1979)
or animal studies (e.g., Kalish & Guttman, 1959). Third,
pigeons do not seem as sensitive as humans to test stimu
lus variation during the extinction phase of the transient
generalization test (e.g., Stevenson, 1966).

Nonetheless, a virtue of the central tendency explana
tion is that it is easy to examine experimentally. For ex
ample, an adequate test would be provided by a discrimi
nation involving a set of S+ stimuli bounded on both ends
of the continuum by S-. Two distinguishable outcomes
are likely in this setting. If the stimulus continuum is psy
chologically uniform, then a single peak in S+ respond
ing between the S- boundaries would be an outcome con
sistent with the central tendency account. However, if
peaks in S+ responding are observed at both S- borders,
then the prior explanation would be ruled out. Either out
come would clarify the interpretation of stimulus range
and spacing variables.
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